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DISCLAIMER
Nothing in this white paper signifies investment, legal, or business advice and wherever needed, you
should consult your own advisor(s) prior to engaging in any activity connected with Kayndrexsphere.
Kayndrexsphere (the ‘Company’), any of the members nor any service providers who have worked on
the Company’s projects in any way whatsoever shall not be liable for any direct or indirect damages
or losses whatsoever which you may suffer in connection with accessing this white paper, the website
at https://kayndrex.com (the ‘Website’) or any other websites or materials published by the Company.
While some of the information in this white paper are extracts from the Website, the Company has not
independently verified the accuracy or completion of any information obtained from third party
sources. This white paper will be updated or replaced from time to time and in such event, there are
no requirements to amend this white paper or to provide readers with access to any information
excluding what is already available in this white paper. Readers should keep a close eye on our
website for any updates.
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FOREWORD FROM THE FOUNDER AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
‘The need for cutting edge financing has been in high demand to support
sustainable investment in companies that are striving to have a positive
effect on the world. Blockchain technology has proved to be a base for the
development of such innovative financing.’

As a collective effort, Kayndrexsphere views blockchain as a key enabler in the development of
efficient supply chains. On a global scale, our enterprise will assist manage climate change, increase
the reaches of sustainability, and as a result cause the global adoption of Kayndrex (KDRX) as a
digital medium of exchange. We must institute sustainable projects now and seek to initiate proactive
processes to sustain the planet for the survival of the current generation and to safeguard future
generations.
Research has proved that human activities including application of fossil energy and a range of other
industrial developments and practices are contributing majorly to damaging the environment and the
uncertainty as to whether positive actions are being taken and by how much, could leave the planet in
a more dangerous situation.
There is no doubt that sustainability needs to be encouraged. The natural environment may not
recover by itself quickly enough to safeguard future generations. The revenue generated from
innovative financing will provide the funds needed to fund our projects and assist communities,
creators and brands to take a more sustainable path. Our financials will be released periodically on
our website to demonstrate total transparency. Distribution of revenue generated will be made clear
and updates on the associated projects will be made available on our website and social media
channels on an ongoing basis.
We are currently developing a proprietary software application that will be the digital money system
for KDRX. The digital money system will be primarily employed in our ecosystem for incentive and
reward programmes for the various solutions, goods and services our sustainable projects plan to
deliver and as a green method for sending and receiving money anywhere in the world at an
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exceptionally low or no cost. KDRX will be the native digital money of the software application and
blockchain investors will be able to invest sustainably through KDRX.
One of the main reasons we chose the BNB Smart Chain blockchain technology is because of the
ease and rate of accessibility, and the transparency it offers. The other reason is because the BNB
Smart Chain aligns with our sustainability efforts. BNB Smart Chain employs a hybrid system called
Proof of Staked Authority which allows for greener operation.
In our efforts to sustain the planet for future generations, we have implemented a brand new
programme called Zero Ambition. The ‘Zero Ambition’ is to be a net zero organisation by 2050 or
sooner and to assist the world reach net zero. We believe there is opportunity in a collective effort to
make the planet sustainable by leveraging innovative financing.

Daniel Muokebe
Founder and Chief Executive Officer.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Sustainability is a summary of a long-term and future-facing purpose. As Kayndrexsphere’s purpose –
to make every effort towards a more sustainable future in a rich variety of industries and subsectors,
is both long-term and future-facing, we believe that the Company has both an obligation and an
opportunity to contribute deliberately and positively to global sustainability. This white paper describes
a number of actions in our capacity as a sustainable company.
•

Our Goal: We will assist communities, creators and brands to take a more sustainable path.

•

Our Mission: We will develop (sustainable) businesses and communities through transparency,
research and collaboration.

•

Our Values: We will ensure our values contribute to human happiness and well-being.

•

Our Ecosystem: We will ensure our ecosystem drives collective action towards an enterprise
with enhanced sustainability performance.

•

Our Blockchain Technology: We will see that our innovative digital currency will relieve
poverty, lower greenhouse gas emissions, and assist the world take a more sustainable path.

•

Our Commitment to Green Sustainability: We will ensure that our sustainability practice is a
continuous process whereby we will continue to strive to preserve our environment for future
generations.

•

Our Approach to Sustainability: While being proactive, we will ensure responsible business
operations, and make sure that our members, customers, and communities are completely safe.

•

ESG Strategy: We will incorporate ESG factors into the Company’s investment, compliance,
and risk mitigation strategies.

•

Marketing Activities: We will promote products, practices, and brand values that are socially
responsible.
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of sustainability for society is very obvious, and for Kayndrexsphere presents both an
obligation and a responsibility. We have the responsibility to perform our operations ethically, and to
make sure that our deliverables and activities are safe for both humans and the environment. As
Kayndrexsphere has integrated sustainability into the strategy of the business, there is also an
opportunity to satisfy new stakeholders, develop high quality business, lower costs, increase
employee morale, and deliver superior value to both society in general and investors especially.
Kayndrexsphere’s motto is ‘make the right investment’ and the company has had an ethic of ‘making
the right investment’ since it was founded. We are focused on making sure that the future is
sustainable; we ensure our operations are transparent so as to strengthen the trust of our
stakeholders and to continue operating sustainably. By being transparent the environmental profile of
our operations is improved. We also aim to improve lives by implementing sustainable programmes
such as ‘Zero Ambition’ and by ensuring that all our employees are trained and equipped to
incorporate sustainability initiatives into their daily responsibilities. As a result, through continuous
delivery of sustainable innovations that our stakeholders cherish, the environmental profile of our
products and services is improved.
Kayndrexsphere embarks on sustainability through the lens of Environmental, Social, and
Governance considerations. By integrating ESG into our mission, we aim to achieve both relevant
sustainability and long-term financial performance by leveraging our intangible assets.
Kayndrexsphere is an effort to employ proprietary technologies to assist address the most
challenging difficulties to tackling climate change and promoting sustainable development. We refer
to the innovative operations involved in this effort as corporate sustainability activities.
The UN Pilot Analysis of Global Ecosystems showed that the viewpoint for some ecosystems is a
cause for concern: while ecosystems suffer capacity reduction because of human activities (like
destruction of rainforests and the resulting biodiversity loss, pollution, excessive utilisation of
freshwater, and deforestation), the associated ‘ecosystem services’ (like air purification, freshwater
filtration, sequestration of carbon, and fertile soil generation) is expected to suffer likewise.
This white paper introduces our ecosystem and for the first time describes the current nature of
Kayndrexsphere digital money system and blockchain asset. The constant development of smart
contracts are permitted by blockchains. A smart contract is a digital transaction procedure by which
the terms of a contract is executed. It is this highly secure record with proof of stake technology that
facilitates new digital money such as ‘Kayndrex’ – an investor’s route to making effective sustainable
investments.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Kayndrexsphere is a collective effort, making effort towards a more sustainable future together in a
rich variety of industries and subsectors that make up our ecosystem. The company began as a
subsidiary (private) company to a larger group in 2019. However, since 2021 we have been making
efforts to become a public company limited by shares in various jurisdictions as in the future, we hope
to become a quoted/listed organisation on various stock exchanges.
•

Company Goal: Kayndrexsphere’s goal is to assist communities, creators and brands to take a
more sustainable path.

•

Mission Statement: Our mission is to develop businesses and communities through
transparency, research and collaboration.
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OUR VALUES

There are seven important values that Kayndrexsphere is based upon.
•

Innovation: Kayndrexsphere is devoted to collaborative innovation. We continually refine the
unique processes that drive our business, and we apply insightful research and analysis to
balance our instinct and to guide our decisions.

•

Diversity and Inclusion: The vitality of our ecosystem resides in entities: from our contributors
and customers to our partners and associates. Kayndrexsphere is focused at maximising the
contribution of each entity. We put in effort together, listening to one another, reaching
consensus and supporting group decisions.

•

Corporate Social Responsibility: We endeavour to be a responsible partner to the society. We
operate in a manner that is inclusive, transparent, and respectful of human rights.

•

Integrity: We keep our promises. We consider ourself responsible to the highest standards, and
we do the right thing. We wisely measure and manage probabilities. We are polite and
professional at all times.

•

Quality: We deliver quality through our consistent, secure, private and reliable solutions, advice,
and products.

•

Passion: Our actions are infused with purpose by our passion. We engage and adhere to an
excellent sense of detail.

•

Environment: Through our ‘Zero Ambition,’ we are dedicated to fostering sustainable
environmental protection by leading the way in employing technology in our sustainable
ecosystem.

•

Publicity: We create safe spaces to share desires and successes.
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OUR ECOSYSTEM

•

Aerospace: Kayndrexsphere’s aerospace department is engaged in the sustainable design,
building, testing, selling, operating, and maintaining of various aerospace products including
vehicles (excluding multi-stage launch vehicles), propulsion and power, aerostructures, and
systems. The department’s mission is to assist the aerospace industry to become more
sustainable by delivering sustainable solutions, products and services.

•

Building Materials and Construction Management: Being the lifeblood of Kayndrexsphere’s
parent group - Zito Group Limited (‘the Group’) and the reason Kayndrexsphere exists today, the
Group provides technically advanced and value-driven design and engineering solutions for the
construction of buildings, civil structures, industries, roads and infrastructure. The Group’s
portfolio covers all design and engineering phases from research, to drafts and concept, to
detailed construction design, as well master planning. On a global scale, the Group also
engages in the importation, wholesale, retail, shipping and logistics of building materials
including tiles, recycled PVC, doors, gates, and construction rods. The Group’s mission and
vision share the same values with Kayndrexsphere. The Group’s mission is to provide clients
with optimal project results.

•

Energy: We have begun to create a sustainable energy movement, which involves employing
renewable energy such as solar to electrolyse water, producing oxygen and hydrogen as byproducts. This Green Hydrogen will be applied in our ecosystem and other industries as
hydrogen fuel. The oxygen will be applied in the medical and industrial sectors and also for
recreational purposes. Kayndrexsphere also plans to release up to 50% of the oxygen back into
the atmosphere periodically, in a safe manner to assist lower the temperature of the planet and
thicken the atmosphere. The purpose of Kayndrexsphere’s team behind this project is to
reimagine energy for individuals and for our planet.

•

Finance: Kayndrexsphere first commenced as a financial institution in early 2019, with the
purpose of unlocking opportunities for international students by providing innovative financial
experiences. Today however, the financial team is still burning the midnight oil to not only unlock
opportunities for international students but for all our stakeholders including investors,
communities, creators and brands. Kayndrexsphere’s financial department provides spend
management solutions and financial programmes to assist our stakeholders to create financial
strategies in line with their financial goals and objectives.
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OUR DIGITAL MONEY SYSTEM

Kayndrexsphere digital money system provides stakeholders with spend management services that
assist them structure bespoke spend goals with consideration for their risk inclination, spend horizon
and timing of cash flow needs to ensure that their spending objectives are fulfilled. The digital money
system (the App) is a proprietary software application (to be available on the App store and Google
play). A comprehensive web app will also be developed in the future.
Studies show that when there is a lack of proper management mechanisms in place, nonfulfillment
can become the norm – playing havoc with the strategic plans of individuals. The App is designed to
offer an end-to-end view of how much is being spent, where, with whom, and on what – across a
specific budgetary area. The continuous process comprises all aspects of spend analysis,
classification, data and performance management. The App executes an exhaustive spend analysis
programme to obtain extensive visibility into spend data and gain insights into spending trends and
patterns. By applying an approach called closed-loop spend management, the App separates actions
that generate value from those that erode it to identify previously unrecognised opportunities; in so
doing unlocks opportunities for stakeholders.
The digital money system team has a vision to make money more valuable. The team’s vision is to
link stakeholders with financial knowledge. By combining top-calibre spend category management
with powerful spend control innovations to deliver world-class spend management solutions to our
stakeholders, Kayndrexsphere plans to impact stakeholders by:
•

Increasing Process Efficiency and Lowering Costs: Transparency into spending gives a user
greater control and agility, and also improves resource allocation. Through automation of manual
processes susceptible to error, our users can gain value from realising cost savings.
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As part of our long term strategy, the digital money system will be the foundation for our online
financial programmes. Kayndrexsphere will incorporate its already existing durable financial
programmes into the App to assist users control and optimise spend and effectively improve the
bottom line. Kayndrexsphere will also introduce reward programmes where users earn digital or fiat
money for performing card purchases, invites and transfers on an ongoing basis.

OUR DIGITAL MONEY
Kayndrex (KDRX) is a unique ownable blockchain asset that is native to Kayndrexsphere digital
money system and deployed on the BNB Smart Chain (BSC). The blockchain asset was created to
assist Kayndrexsphere to connect communities, creators and brands to the business’s efforts towards
a sustainable future. The goal is to assist communities, creators and brands to take a more
sustainable path.
ECONOMY
📝 Contract: 0xF69ff9da0af8F9167F5f0C218935C06086cF7446
📅 Launched: 22/02/2022
✅ No Honeypot
✅ No Blacklist
✅ No Trade Disable
Total supply: 50000000 KDRX
DEX Public Sale: 20000000 KDRX (Available on Pancake Swap, Ape Swap, Flooz.Trade )
Private Sale: N/A
Marketing and Incentives: 5000000
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OUR COMMITMENT TO GREEN SUSTAINABILITY
Kayndrexsphere (the Company) voluntarily committed to meet a set of self-confident goals for
enhanced environmental performance. We remain committed to improving efficiency as much as
possible. The Company has a strong history of commitment to the environmental effect of all aspects
of our ecosystem and projects. To achieve this, we have, and continues to, develop sustainable
industry practices. This has supported various jobs and will lead to the generation of more jobs in the
future.
The Company’s present and future sustainable R&D focuses on green energy, green building, green
production, and green management. Our operations and activities follow guiding principles made by
the applicable governing body. These guiding principles are designed to maintain and safeguard
levels of quality for air, land, and water. Typical guidelines include legislation to ensure a
comprehensive environmental response compensation and accountability, clean air and safe drinking
water. The Company from performance has pledged to achieving a sustainable net zero commitment
which demonstrates our progress with implementing environmental policies.
There are also company specific internal initiatives. The Company introduced programmes that
ensure the business was guided to streamline the business and increase efficiency and reapplication
which benefited the business on various levels. These initiatives are broad ranging in their scope and
how they are put into effect. However, they are frequent practice for the Company.
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OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

Kayndrexsphere (the Company) has unswervingly reinvented itself and methodically focuses on
delivering solutions for the sustainability of the planet. Making people’s lives better and creating an
improved tomorrow – we are inspired to tackle climate change through our core business. We are
dedicated to operate responsibly, transparently and with competence to continually strengthen the
trust of our customers, our partners and society.
The planet is steadily becoming more fragmented, digital, and decarbonised. And implies more
sustainable. Our core business relationships and customer solutions are making it happen. Our
systems are continually getting smarter, which enables them to integrate more sustainable solutions
while remaining dependable. Our innovative solutions assist customers of all sizes – from families
and small firms to large firms and large cities.
We believe that society relies on everyone’s individual effort to fight climate change, the Company’s
core concern therefore is to enable society to take a more sustainable path and also take part by
continually questioning if the business is managed sustainably. We are confident that companies that
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are managed sustainably influence the society more positively and are more likely to be successful in
the long-term.
We dedicate ourselves to operate sustainably in every aspect. Our business is inspired by
sustainability. Operating sustainably implies that when we make business decisions on a daily basis,
we specifically consider the immediate and long term effects on tangible and intangible assets and
stakeholders. We consider the needs of the current generation and anticipate the needs of future
generation.
Particularly, we are focused on realising the following objectives:
•

We intend to assist lower greenhouse gas emissions by becoming a net-zero company by 2050
or sooner.

•

To safeguard the health and safety of our stakeholders. Our ‘Zero Ambition’ also implies
avoiding fatalities no matter what.

•

To create a business environment where our employees can grow and improve their skills and
knowledge.

•

To apply green construction processes in the design and construction of a green hydrogen
production plant.

•

To apply green construction processes in the design and construction of a sustainable
aerospace manufacturing facility.

We are signatory to the UK Government’s Business Climate Hub and partners with We Mean
Business Coalition. We proactively support society and authorities in assisting the world to net zero.
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ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL, AND GOVERNANCE
STRATEGY

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) considerations play a part in Kayndrexsphere’s mission
and is pertinent to the Company’s culture, the inclusive economy, and society at large. This strategy
allows the Company to identify potential transition uncertainties, self-assess its ability to be
sustainable in the long-term, and take necessary steps to adapt to potential changes in the future.
The strategy also assists the Company to identify certain opportunities for innovation that could
generate sustainable profits in the future. Finally, the strategy assists in reassuring the Company’s
stakeholders that the company values and respects responsible business.
HOW WE DEFINE ESG
•

Environmental: Kayndrexsphere’s position in the world allows the Company to apply resources
efficiently, cope with regulatory change and take advantage of opportunities.

•

Social: Kayndrexsphere takes diligent care of its stakeholders, has a diverse and upwardlymobile labour force and sources from safe and stable supply-chains.

•

Governance: Kayndrexsphere’s ability to achieve its environmental and social goals is made
possible by its governance structure. The Company’s governance structure is also the
foundation on which sustainable, long-term value creation is built.
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Environmental

Social

How we apply resources
and deal with waste is a
key factor to the transition
to a circular economy.

Our social performance is
likely to improve long-term
investments results.

Governance
Good governance is a
visible and valuable factor
necessary to reinforce the
trust of our stakeholders.

OUR APPROACH
1. DIVERSITY AND EQUALITY
•

The business environment equity we seek can be applied to make more accurate assessments
of the scope and intensity of company programmes, performance relative to stakeholders and
progress over time.

•

Our efforts on gender equality and diversity build on our human rights efforts.

2. HUMAN RIGHTS
•

We continually monitor our business relationships to prevent reputational, financial or legal
damage to the company.

•

We create positive results for our stakeholders by integrating high-quality human rights
awareness into our decision-making process.
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES
•

We employ natural resources with care and make sure those resources will be available for
future generations.

•

Our key business objectives are built on ambitious goals to protect the environment; we
committed to protecting the environment since we first became an organisation.

4. STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT
•

In an effort to balance our stakeholders’ long term interests, we manage and secure their vital
information properly.

•

While always considering regulations and global expectations when we perform business
operations, we also learn and appreciate what our stakeholders cherish and what they expect
from our organisation.

5. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
•

We provide a range of resources for both personal and professional development. These include
new enterprise-wide programmes and policies that strive to unify and strengthen our culture.

•

We empower our stakeholders to be resilient by investing in and equipping them with positive
competencies and mindset.

6. INNOVATION
•

We pay active attention to our mission and what it entails for future decision-making.

•

We strive to adapt and evolve to be an enabler of new opportunities.
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MARKETING ACTIVITIES
ADVERTISING STRATEGY
The goal of the advertising strategy will be to raise awareness levels regarding the Company’s
presence. We will employ several marketing channels:
•

Media advertising: We will employ the most efficient media for our advertising campaign
including television advertising, radio advertising, print publications advertising, internet
advertising, and out-of-home media advertising.

MARKETING STRATEGY
We will be focusing on both immediate- and long-term marketing strategies. The immediate-term
marketing strategy will assist to create boost in regular business while the long-term strategy provides
for measures to be put in place for expansion and growth of the business in the nearest future.
Our marketing strategies include:
•

Positioning: Kayndrexsphere will position itself as a dependable sustainable company.

•

Place: We will be operating across various countries as we are unrestricted by location.

•

Pricing: Good products definitely do not come cheap, but we are sure we are going to work
towards fixing fees that will be pocket friendly. The Company’s diverse customisable products
and services might be expensive when compared to other industry participants, but we will make
sure, wherever possible, to make profits while also satisfying our highly esteemed customers at
the same time, most especially giving back to the community we represent.

•

Promotion Strategy: We will employ word-of-mouth, customer referrals, publicity, and direct
mail campaigns as a way by which our customer base can be reached and expanded. However,
we plan to explore methods that are fundamentally linked to the promotional success of
Kayndrexsphere.
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MARKETING AND ADVERTISING TOOLS
•

Social Media: A reliable online presence signifies an economical promotional and informational
approach. The Company shall operate social media platforms such as Twitter, YouTube, and
Facebook. Social media will be employed as a major tool towards marketing our products while
employing the prospects in social media to disperse information of what our company represents
in the online market. It is expected that engaging social media would enhance the business
rapidly through its user-friendly interface and referral system. However, the goal of social media
marketing is not only to make sales but also to gain followers. More followers implies that more
people see the Company’s ads when it’s run on its social media pages. We shall use Pay per
Click (PPC) strategies to gain followers and likes and hire a full-time social media professional
who can manage the day to day advertising on platforms as Facebook and Instagram, Twitter,
and Google Ad Word. However, activities on social media include the following:
1. Facebook and Instagram: We shall post relevant contents on a daily basis on our Facebook
and Instagram page, including keeping followers updated on essential information about our
services. As part of the plan, the company would launch Facebook campaign ads to each
prospective customers.
2. Twitter: We shall maximise the marketing potentials embedded on Twitter. The Company will
tweet contents with relevant hashtags based on its marketing goals/strategy and retweet
followers that repeat the hashtags. The Company will support followers, start conversations
and create excitement and activity in the space.
3. Blog: Blogging channels is hugely an effective approach required to obtain relevant backlinks
back to our website. Even though search engines are paying careful attention to how backlinks
are obtained, permissible backlinks are still favoured by search engines. In addition, we shall
post blog articles to inform prospective customers of the importance of our deliverables and
they function.
4. Website/Mailing Effort: The utilisation of email marketing and advertising would be
fundamental to promoting Kayndrexsphere online. Aside from being one of the Company’s
core marketing channels, it is also one of the most popular marketing tools in existence today.
Online marketing provides a cost-effective, straightforward way to reach potential customers.
Hence, we will coordinate a mass mailing advert campaign, send direct mails to prospective
customers, then follow up with mails that guarantee positive responses. The Company will
employ online marketing campaigns on sites that relate to the needs of its target customers.
These adverts would assist to reach core customers and create a one-click gateway to redirect
prospective customers towards Kayndrexsphere. On the Company’s website, feedback tools
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for contacts and general inquiries required to initiate and oversee leads shall be made
available.
•

Search Engine Marketing (SEM) or Search Engine Optimisation (SEO): Searches on the
internet are undoubtedly the most widespread activity on the internet. Hence, it is vital to show in
top results when a user searches for keywords related to the Company’s products, services, and
operations. The Company will employ an ambitious SEO strategy, whereby it will optimise
content employing keywords that are relevant to its business operations. By optimising the
content of the website, we will organically score higher on Google, Bing, and other search
engines. Kayndrexsphere will employ Google search campaigns to target its customers. This will
consist of PPC campaigns that target high search volume terms with the aim of driving traffic to
the website. The continuing work will include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Redirects
URL mapping
Navigation
Canonical URL Tags
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FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT (GBP)
P&L (GBP)
Revenues
Card usage and
interchange fees
COGS
Payroll
Gross Profit
Operating
expenses
Utilities expense
Stationery
Telephone
Marketing cost
Accountancy cost
Annual audit
Bank charges
Other costs
Legal costs
IT cost
Risk mitigation &
compliance
Rent
Total
operating
expenses
EBITDA
Other expenses
Amortised start-up
expenses
Depreciation
Total
other
expenses
Operating Income
Financial expenses
Profit before tax
Corporation tax
Net income

2023

2024

2025

214,602.78

236,408.68

274,558.4

(17,104.35)
197,498.43

(19,817.21)
216,591.47

(24,043.05)
250,515.35

(3,675)
(6,300)
(4,800)
(28,000)
(19,500)
(7,200)
(19,300)
(13,400)
(25,200)
(32,400)
(2,350)

(3,675.9)
(6,317)
(4,815)
(28,030)
(19,516)
(7,200)
(19,313)
(13,450)
(25,225)
(32,405)
(2,370)

(3,677.9)
(6,320)
(4,835)
(28,037)
(19,546)
(7,200)
(19,413)
(13,460)
(25,230)
(32,425)
(2,375)

(13,741.25)
(175,866.25)

(13,741.25)
176,058.15)

(13,741.25)
(176,260.15)

21,632.18

40,533.32

74,255.2

(1,683.33)

(1,683.33)

(1,683.33)

(400)
(2,083.33)

(400)
(2,083.33)

(400)
(2,083.33)

£19,548.85
(2,258.36)
17,290.49
(3,285.19)
14,005.3

£38,449.99
(1,386.73)
37,063.26
(7,042.02)
30,021.24

£72,141.87
(492.88)
71,648.99
(13,613.31)
58,035.68
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT (GBP)
Cash
Flow
Statement (GBP)
EBITDA
Gross
Operating
Cash Flow
Financial expenses
Taxes
Net
Operating
Cash Flow
Acquisition of fixed
assets
Net Investing Cash
Flow
Capital raise
Net
Financing
Cash Flow
Change in cash

2023

2024

2025

21,632.18
21,632.18

40,533.32
40,533.32

74,255.2
74,255.2

(2,258.36)
(3,285.19)
16,088.63

(1,386.73)
(7,042.02)
32,104.57

(492.88)
(13,613.31)
60,149.01

2,000

2500

1,500

(2,000)

(2,500)

(1,500)

5,000
5,000

3,500
3,500

2,000
2,000

19,088.63

33,104.57

60,649.01

Cash position – 8,259.78
start
Change in cash
19,088.63
Cash position - end 27,348.41

27,348.41

60,452.98

33,104.57
60,452.98

60,649.01
121,101.99
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BALANCE SHEET (GBP)
Balance Sheet
(GBP)
ASSETS
Tangible assets
Intangible assets
Total fixed assets
Cash
Total short-term
assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND
EQUITY
Financial debt
Accrued interests
Total debts
Capital
Director loan
Retained earnings
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITY &
EQUITY

2023

2024

2025

39,479.25
5,000
44,479.25
27,348.41
27,348.41

34,024.29
5,000
39,024.29
60,452.98
60,452.98

29,017.11
5,000
34,017.11
121,101.99
121,101.99

71,827.66

99,477.27

155,119.1

5,000
2,258.36
7,258.36
18,000
32,000
14,569.3
64,569.3
71827.66

3,500
1,386.73
4,886.73
18,000
32,000
44,590.54
94,590.54
99,477.27

2,000
492.88
2,492.88
18,000
32,000
102,626.22
152,626.22
155,119.1
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OUR PROGRESS IN FIVE YEARS
2019
 Registered as a private company in Africa’s biggest economy
 Launch of social media accounts and creating public awareness
 Employment of Company Manager
 Employment of Company Chief Security Officer
 Contracting of legal consultants
 First Business plan
 Mobilisation of software consultants
 Contracting of software consultants
 Formation of software advisory committee

2020
 Mobilisation of software developers to develop an MVP for the digital money system
 Contracting of software developers to develop an MVP for the digital money system
 MVP testing, MVP launch and feedback
 Development of the digital money system alpha product
 Carrying out pre-launch test for the digital money system alpha release
 Digital money system alpha release
 Second business plan
 Contracting of financial consultants
 Employment of Company Chief Risk Officer
 Establishment of Kayndrexsphere’s aerospace department
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2021
 Registered as a private company in United Kingdom
 Mobilisation and contracting of UI/UX designer for the digital money system beta development
 Completion of UI/UX design
 Prestige Awards winner for Investment Specialist of the Year
 Multimodal Awards finalist for Sustainability Company of the Year
 Signed up to Future Net Zero ‘Race to Zero’ initiative
 Committed to UNFCCC Race to Zero
 Signed up to UK Government Business Climate Hub
 Committed to achieving net zero emissions before 2050
 Partnered with We Mean Business Coalition to assist reach net zero before 2050
 Signatory to ‘Letter to G20 Leaders’ to urge world leaders to keep 1.5oC alive
 Third business plan
 Establishment of Kayndrexsphere’s green energy department
 Mobilisation of full stack developer for the digital money system beta development
 Mobilisation of mobile developer for the digital money system beta development
 Contracting of full stack developer for the digital money system beta development
 Applied for upgrade to a public company in Africa’s biggest economy
 Mobilisation of aerospace engineer to lead Kayndrexsphere’s aerospace department
 Mobilisation of chemical engineer to lead Kayndrexsphere’s energy department
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2022
 Employment of aerospace engineer to lead Kayndrexsphere’s aerospace department
 Employment of chemical engineer to lead Kayndrexsphere’s energy department
 Mobilisation of aerospace consultants
 Mobilisation of green energy consultants
 Mobilisation of blockchain developer
 Contracting of blockchain developer
 Reregistered as a public company in UK
 Reregistered as a public company in Africa’s biggest economy
 Blockchain asset (KDRX) launch
 Formation of aerospace team for the design of an aerospace manufacturing facility; including
architects and civil engineers
 Completion of full stack development for Kayndrexsphere digital money system
 Contracting of mobile developer for Kayndrexsphere digital money system
 Completion of mobile development for the digital money system
 Kayndrexsphere digital money system beta pre-launch test
 Kayndrexsphere digital money system beta release and feedback collection
 Completion of aerospace facility architectural design
 Kayndrexsphere digital money system final launch
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2023
 Market and promote Kayndrexsphere digital money system and native blockchain asset
 Register with FCA
 Larger Marketing and advertisement campaigns
 Land purchase for construction and development of a sustainable aerospace manufacturing facility
 Mobilisation of building and construction engineers
 Contracting building and construction engineers
 Commencement of building and construction projects
 Research for London stock exchange listing application
 Research for Nigeria stock exchange listing application
 Mobilisation for digital design and development of potential aerospace products
 Mobilisation for initial design and development of green hydrogen production plant systems;
including storage structures and electrolysers
 Mobilisation for maintenance, update and addition of new features to Kayndrexsphere digital
money system
 Research into doing business as a C-corp in USA.
 Consultation regarding the design and construction of a green hydrogen plant and its related
features and machinery.
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